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Overview

❖ Ever had these challenges?

❖ There’s hope!

❖ There’s a solution



Childhood Wounds

❖ Universal Human Needs: Security. Safety. Love. 
Connection.

❖ Primal Fear: Fear of Death

❖ 6-24 months old:  Stage of Autonomy and Independence

❖ Attachment issues emerge

❖ Attachment Styles



Our Divided Selves
❖ We all have parts of our selves hidden from consciousness

❖ Natural abilities, thoughts, feelings removed from our awareness

❖ To be a “good” boy or girl, had to psychologically cut off or disown a 
part of yourself. Repressed your True Self.

❖ Suppression -> Distraction/Coping -> Repression

❖ No matter how well-intentioned our Primary Caretakers were

❖ Overall message to all of us was — subtly and overtly — our parents and 
society approved of only a part of us.

❖ Example: When young, multiple times limits were placed on your 
sensuality (taught what constituted a “good” boy or girl)



Your False Selves

❖ Childhood Coping Strategies

❖ Away (Recluse, Loner, etc.)

❖ Towards (Pleaser, Achiever, etc.)

❖ Against (Rebel, Delinquent, etc.)

❖ Had to erect False Self as facade to fill the void created 
by your repression and from lack of adequate nurturing



Your Disowned Selves

❖ Later, child criticized for having the negative traits of 
the False Self and is further wounded

❖ So had to disown by denying it actively (“I am not self-
centered”) or projecting it onto others (“What do you 
mean I’m selfish? You’re selfish!”)



Relationship Imprint

❖ Most vivid, intense impressions are from our primary 
caretakers early in life

❖ The most influential moments were the most 
wounding ones with these people because they 
triggered our primal fear of death

❖ Imprint: Unconscious image of the opposite sex you 
formed since birth to early childhood, a composite of 
your early primary caretakers



❖ Whether you were romantically attracted to someone 
depended largely on degree to which that person 
matched your Imprint

❖ Unconsciously, you have compared every potential 
partner to your Imprint

❖ When you found a match, you experienced sudden 
surge of interest



“Chemistry” Explained
❖ Recognition theme: “I know we’ve just met, but 

somehow I feel as though I already know you.” At ease, 
comfortable resonance.

❖ Timelessness theme: “Strangely, we’ve only been seeing 
other for a short time, but I can’t recall when I didn’t 
know you.” Like an infant in the arms of its mother.

❖ Necessity theme: “I love you so much, I can’t live 
without you.” This love partner is now going to protect 
them from Fear of Death.



❖ Reunification theme: “When I’m with you, I no longer 
feel alone; I feel whole, complete.” Ends the relentless 
search for completion, feeling of fulfillment. 

❖ When people with complementary traits fall in love, 
they feel as if suddenly released from Repression.

❖ A person who grew up repressing feelings will 
choose partner who is unusually expressive

❖ A person not allowed to be ease with own sexuality 
will choose partner who is sensual and free



“Love” Explained

❖ “Romantic love” is unconsciously seeing the other 
person as resource for the fulfillment of own 
unconscious childhood longings



Transference

❖ Transference: Taking the attributes of one person and 
overlaying them onto another

❖ Classic case is transfer of feelings about their parents 
to their partners because unconsciously, they chose 
partners who sufficiently resemble their caretakers



❖ Example: Man grows up with critical, distant mother. Forms 
belief, “Nobody cares I’m crying. What good is it to cry?” Begins 
to cover his sadness and anger with unchanging mask. Useful 
coping adaptation of childhood.

❖ As adult, he hides his hostility under mask of compliant, 
accepting manner

❖ He “falls in love” with a woman who has a dark side of 
caustic, critical nature 

❖ Man can learn to grow here because her bad temper can 
challenge him to get in touch with his own denied emotions. 
Learns to allow himself to feel and express strong emotions.



Projection
❖ Projection: When you take a hidden part of yourself and 

attribute it to your partner.

❖ Whenever we take a part of the disowned or hidden 
true self and project it onto the other person

❖ Ego-dystonic: Seeing a part of own being that is 
incompatible with own self-image

❖ Man seeing in his angry wife a part of his own 
disowned nature



Relationship Changes
❖ Over time in romantic relationship, you’ll wish your partner 

was less whole (less sex or less fun-loving or less ambitious, 
etc.) because these qualifies called forth repressed qualities in 
you, and your hidden self threatened to come forth, which set 
off life-long adaptive selves to police it

❖ As relationship matures, you unconsciously feel something 
about your partner awakens strong memories of childhood 
pain

❖ Universal qualifiers like “always” or “never” indicate in 
regressive state



Projection Revisited 

❖ Our partners make us feel anxious by stirring up 
forbidden parts of ourselves

❖ Our partners have or appear to have the same negative 
traits as our childhood caretakers, triggering the 
original wounds and awakening our unconscious 
primal Fear of Death



Your Imprint Is Also You

❖ Not only do we unconsciously look for a partner who 
has the traits of our primary caretakers, those traits are 
also essential part of our disowned selves.

❖ Example: Woman marries man who has characteristics 
of violent anger that she detested so much in her 
stepfather, and which is also a denied part of her own 
personality



From Romantic Love Towards Real Love 

❖ We choose our partners because (1) they reflect key positive and 
negative qualities of our primary caregivers and (2) they compensate 
for positive parts of our selves we cut off in childhood

❖ We embark on relationship unconsciously hoping this partner will 
become surrogate parent and make up for deprivation of our 
childhood. We unconsciously believe if we can only form this 
close, lasting relationship, we will finally be healed.

❖ Two partners stir up each other’s repressed behaviors and feelings

❖ Re-injure each other’s childhood wounds

❖ Project own negative traits onto the other



Stages of Power Struggle
❖ 1. Shock. “This is not the person I thought I had married.” Now you believe married life 

is going to be continuation of loneliness and pain of childhood, and the long-
anticipation healing is not to be!

❖ 2. Denial. Eventually, denial cannot be sustained, and you feel betrayed.

❖ 3. Anger. Either your partner has changed drastically since the days you were first in 
love, or you’ve been deceived all along about partner’s true nature.

❖ 4. Bargaining. “If you give up your drinking, I’ll be more interested in sex.” “If you let 
me spend more time fishing, I’ll spend more time with the children.” (Bad relationship 
coaches and counselors worsen this by negotiating behavioral contracts without getting 
to the root of the problem.)

❖ 5. Despair. Most couples create “parallel” relationships and try to find significance 
outside the relationship. As few as 5% of couples discover the solution and grow into a 
deeply satisfying relationship 



There is HOPE!



The Integrated Love Partnership



The Integrated Relationship

❖ A relationship that fosters maximum psychological and 
spiritual growth, created by becoming conscious and 
cooperating with the fundamental drives of the 
unconscious mind — to be safe, healed, and whole. 



10 Principles
❖ 1. They realize their love relationship has hidden 

purpose — the healing of childhood wounds

❖ 2. They create a more accurate image of their partners

❖ 3. They take responsibility for communicating their 
needs and desires to their partner

❖ 4. They become more intentional in their interactions.

❖ 5. They learn to value their partner’s needs and wishes 
as highly as they value their own.



❖ 6. They embrace the dark side of their personalities.

❖ 7. They learn new techniques to satisfy their basic needs and drives.

❖ 8. They search within themselves for the strengths and abilities 
they’re lacking.

❖ 9. They become more aware of their drive to be loving and whole 
and united with “all things.”

❖ 10. They accept the difficulty of creating a lasting love relationship.

❖ In an unintegrated partnership, you think the way to have a good 
relationship is to pick the right partner.

❖ In an integrated partnership, you realize you have to BECOME 
the right partner.



Repetition Compulsion

❖ Fear of change

❖ Addicted to comfort zone

❖ Compelled to repeat



Commitment

❖ Must transition from demanding the relationship meet 
all their needs… to focusing on what their relationship 
needs from them

❖ Majority of couples quit therapy by fifth appointment

❖ Avoidance as method for reducing anxiety 



See-Saw Dynamics

❖ Partners push attempt to satisfy needs for Autonomy 
and Attachment 

❖ Invisible force (like pair of magnets) keeping couples at 
critical distance 

❖ Dean Delis, Passion Trap

❖ Why? Because not enough SAFETY to feel comfortable 
being more closely connected



Create Safety Zone

❖ Infantile belief their partner can read their mind

❖ When partner fails to satisfy their secret desire, they 
assume the partner is deliberately depriving them of 
satisfaction, which leads to tit-for-tat downward 
spiral

❖ So need to discover their Calming Behaviors



Self-Knowledge I

❖ Key Assumption: Most of your partner’s criticisms of 
you have some basis in reality 

❖ If he can override his defensive response, he would be 
able to see his disowned traits in his partner and 
recognize opportunity for growth



Self-Knowledge II

❖ Key Assumption: Some of your repetitive, emotional 
criticisms of your partner may be an accurate 
description of a disowned part of yourself

❖ When partners criticize each other for being too 
energetic, too sexy, too playful, too dedicated to their 
work, etc., they may be identifying an undeveloped or 
repressed area of their own self



Self-Knowledge III
❖ Key Assumption: Many of your repetitive, emotional 

criticisms of your partner are disguised statements of your 
own unmet needs

❖ Ask yourself, “In what way is my criticism of my partner 
also true of me?”

❖ Because we often disown a negative part of ourselves by 
externalizing it, projecting it onto our partner, and then 
criticizing our partner for it

❖ Need to own and withdraw our projections



Self-Knowledge IV

❖ Key Assumption: Some of your criticisms of your 
partner may help you identify your own lost self



Unresolved Situations

❖ Unresolved Situations in Gestalt Psychology

❖ Tendency to select partners who share positive and 
negative traits of our primary caregivers

❖ Undermines and sabotages normal relationships  

❖ So must become more aware of hidden reasons for 
selecting that mate and embrace cold, hard facts of 
reality



❖ Must accept that… 

❖ Our primary caregivers didn’t meet our unmet needs

❖ Our partners can’t give you what you want, either, 
and can’t make up for those early years

❖ We have to let go of those longings



Comfort Zone Resistance

❖ When your partner starts treating you the way you long 
to be treated, you first experience pleasure but then you 
feel fear… because a part of you feels that you don’t 
deserve it

❖ On unconscious level, accepting love from your 
partner feels too dangerous because it contradicts 
parent’s view that you’re unworthy of love, which 
triggers fear of abandonment and death



Negativity Spiral

❖ When you communicate to your partner, “You’re not ok 
when you think what you think or act the way you act.”

❖ Shame: “How do you think that feels?” “You ought to 
be ashamed by the way you treated my friend.”

❖ Blame: “You were late, and that made me really upset. 
That’s why I haven’t been talking to you.” “If you 
hadn’t been so angry, we would have been able to settle 
the matter in very little time.”



❖ Criticism: “You’re so insensitive/ untrustworthy.” “You 
always think about yourself first.”

❖ Invasive Reading: “That’s not what you really think.” 
“The reason you’re so bitchy is that you’re obsessing 
about work.” “If you’ll just listen to me, I’ll tell you 
what you need to do.”

❖ Absolutism: “You never listen to me!” “You always 
leave the hard work for me.” “That’s just the way you 
are.” “Every time I make a simple suggestion, you have 
a big bitch fit.”



Conventional Readings & Deceiving Appearances

❖ Emma’s parents divorced when she was young

❖ Emma’s single parents were not nurturing, stayed out all 
night and didn’t come home until late the next day.

❖ She’d wake up, find she was alone, and steely get herself 
ready for school

❖ To outside observer, Emma appeared self-confident, 
assertive young woman

❖ But she denied the pain that came from lack of security and 
warmth in her childhood because it was too overwhelming



Resources for “How To” Exercises

❖ Harville Hendrix, Getting the Love You Want

❖ Perls, Hefferline, & Goodman, Gestalt Therapy

❖ John Gottman, 7 Principles for Making Marriage Work



Integrated Love
❖ Self-Awareness of main negative traits of your caregivers and of your 

partner

❖ See these as clues to your Disowned Self

❖ What would you be like or how would you behave if you didn’t 
have these traits?

❖ Self-Awareness of main positive traits of your caregivers and of your 
partner

❖ See these as clues to your Lost Self

❖ What would you be like or how would you behave if you had these 
traits?



❖ Self-Awareness of traits you had to develop to get or keep 
your caregivers’ love and of what you do today to try to 
get people to like you

❖ See these as clues to your False Self

❖ How would you be and behave if you were free of these 
adaptive characteristics?

❖ Together, these constitute the beginnings of your True Self. 

❖ You still have a lot of undeveloped potential!

❖ Now you are ready for an Integrated Love Relationship 



Recap
❖ Childhood Wounds

❖ Divided Selves — False Self. Disowned Self. Lost Self. 

❖ Relationship Imprint

❖ Chemistry explained

❖ See-Saw Power Struggle

❖ 10 Principles of Integrated Relationship

❖ Self-Awareness

❖ Unresolved Situations and Integrated Love


